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Table 1 . 1

Provincial Legislation-Drug Reimbursement Programs

Population Administrative Participation Amount Basis for Source of Dispensing Pharmac y
Prosiarce Coserage Formula ry Benefits Body Fee Reimbursed Reimbursement Listed Prices Fee Competitio n

British Universal None All Rx• plus Pharmacare 65+ & SA & Acquisition Actual cost of Wholesale list Average fee No media
Columbia few OTC` nursing home- cost of acquisition . price (some- of phar- advertisin g

& some none. pharmacy, times) . macy up to permitted .
chronic sup- Others- wholesale max . of Can displa y
plia. deductible and 12% of 15% above price list i n

dc 20%. dispensing province's store .
fee. prev .

month' s
averag e
overall max .
of $6 .75.

Alberta Social as►ist• None All Ri plus Dept . of Social SA-none. Wholesale Nego- No adver -
ance. 65+ some OTC. Svcs A Com- 65+-20%. cost plus up tiated- tising per -
Othera- munity Health ; Others-deduct- to 25%. S5.50 . mitted o r
volunta ry Alberta Blue ible plus 20%. fees o r

Crow prices.
Ministryof
Nealt h

Saslatche- Uaiversal Ya All Ra plus Prescription Max .13 .95/Rx . Lower of Standing offer Tenders . Negotiated Pharmacy
waA (wa+e excep- some OTC. Drug Plan Some SA and formulary contract drugs- Manufac- (S5 .30 and may charge

tiorn) special groupa- price or 6mth tenders turers list $4 .80 over less tha n
nil. actual for high volume price. 20,000 Rx) . maximu m

acquisition multiple-source fees .
cost. drugs . Others-

man. list price.



%O

Manitoba Universal Yes-limited All Rx plus Manitoba Annual deduct- Lesser of Manufacturers List prices by Nego-

to high-sell- some OTC. Health Svcs ible +20% co- man . price and wholesalers manufactur- tiated-

ing multi- Diabetic Commission; payment . or lowest prices . ers & whole- $5 .05 .

ple-source supplies. Dcpt . of SA & home- wholesale salers .

drugs. Employment care-none. price or
Services and MAC° i n
Economic formulary
Security or usual

charge .

Ontario 65+, social Yes Drug Programs None Lesser of Manufacturers Negotiated S5-nego-
i d

assistance & Policy actual cost prices (some with manu- t atc .
.

speeial groups Branch . Min . or lowest arc negotiated). facturers

of Health cost in (some) .
inventory Others are

and disp . man. list .
fee.

Quebec 65+ . social Yes Formulary Régie de None Single- Manufacturers Manufactur-
li t

Negotiated
62 for($3

Prices ca n
be poste d

assistance drugs . Some
OTC with

I'auurance -
maladie du Qui

source-
wholesale

wholesale
quotes.

sers . .
first 20,000, only insid e

permission . quotes + $3 .1 5
after)

pharmacy .

9%. Multi- .

ple-source
medium lis t
price +9%
(ma X .) .

Nego- No abilit y
New Bruns- 65+ . SA . eys- Yes-limited All Rx plus Mediare. N .B . 65+-53 .00/Rx.

$2 00 RSA
Price list &

ensi ndis tiated- to advertise
wick tic fibrosis, to high-sell- others. Dept . of Nealth . / x-

Adult
gp

fee less co- 55 .55 . prices .
home are ing multi -

ple-source

.
SI .00/Rx payment .

drugs Child .

p,E,l . Social assist- None None Actual cos t
of drugs to

Provincia l
dispensary

nce, s pecia la central dis- buys product s
group+ pensary . to be dis-

pensed .



Table 1 .1 (continued )

Provincial Ixgislation-Drug Reimbursement Programs

Province
Population
Coverage Formulary Benefits

Administrative
Body

Participation
Fee

Amoun t
Reimbursed

Basis fo r
Reimbursement

Source o f
Listed Prices

Dispensin g
Fee

Pharmac y
Competition

Nova Scotia 65+ . social Yes 65+-all Rx N.S. Nealth 65+ and SA- 65+-total OTC-SRP° or Regular list f5.50-nego-
assistance. plus other. Svcs Insurance none . costs . AAC• + 66 .6% . price of tiated .
disabled . dia- Commission Rx-Combina- manu -
betie . cancer, tion of. Usual facturers .
cystic fibrosis and Customary

cost + max . fe e
and lowest
regular listed
price, or AAC
+ fee.

Newfound- Social assist• Yes-limited All Rx Dept . of Ilealth GIS-dispensing SA-total Lowest price Manufac- Bargained Can adver -
land ance, 6S+ to hijh-sell- druts, some Policy fce . cost . listed on formu- turers' quotes . for (now tise lower

with GIS' inj multi- OTC . SA-none. GIS-drug lary or MAC. S5 .25/Rx) . fces.
pie-source vitamins dc cost only
drugs syrin g es. (not dis-

pcnsin g
fee) .

Note : Substitution - In all provinces there is no substitution allowed if the prescribing physician so directs.
• Ra - prescription.
'OTC • over the counter .
• MAC . maximum allowable cost.
4 SRP - suggested retail price.
• AAC • actual acquisition cat.
' GIS - guaranteed inoorne supplement .

Sowcr. Submission to the Commission of Inqui ry on the Pharmaceutical Indust ry from the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association of Canada and Paul K . Gorecki,
'Compulso ry Patent Licensinj of Drugs in Canada : Have the Full Price Benefits Been Realized?," unpublished study . January 30, 1985 .



Appendix 1 : International Regulations

Patents

Introduction
Canada is one of the over 90 countries which are signatory to the Pari s

Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (1883) as amended. The

Convention is an international agreement which deals with patents among

other aspects of industrial property . Its main provisions are national treatment
of member inventions (each contracting state must provide the same protection
to nationals of other states as they do to their own nationals), a right of priority
(if a patent is filed in any member country, the date of that first filing will be
protected for 12 months in all other member countries), and compulsory
licensing to prevent patent abuse (only after three years from the date of issue
of the patent and if the patentee is unable to justify himself with legitimate

reasons) .

The member countries agree to abide by these provisions, but are free to
stylize their patent legislation outside the Convention areas in any way they see

fit . The following is an overview of some of the main patent provisions in

Canada and her main trading partners . Table A1 .1 summarizes the provisions .

Canada
Prior to 1923, Canada's Patent Act contained no provisions specific to

pharmaceuticals . It was in 1923 that the Act was amended to add Section 17'

which provided for compulsory licensing of food and drug patents . This

amendment was basically a duplicate of the compulsory licensing provision of

the English Patents and Designs Act. The amendment provided for licensing :

"2. In the case of any patent for an invention intended for or capable of
being used for the preparation or production of food or medicine, the

Commissioner shall, unless he sees good reason to the contrary, grant to any
person applying for the same, a licence limited to the use of the invention for
the purposes of the preparation or production of food or medicine but not

otherwise ; and, in settling the terms of such licence and fixing the amount of
royalty or other consideration payable the Commissioner shall have regard to
the desirability of making the food or medicine available to the public at the
lowest possible price consistent with giving to the inventor due re watd for the

research leading to the invention . *"

' Par t nr Act. S .C . 1923 . c . 23 . S-17 .
Ibid.

I I
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and limitation of the type of patent protection to process and product by
process, together with a reverse onus clause :

"(17)( 1 ) In the case of inventions relating to substances prepared or
produced by chemical processes and intended for food or medicine, the
specifications shall not include claims for the substance itself, except when
prepared or produced by the methods or processes of manufacture specially
described and claimed or by their obvious chemical equivalents .

"In an action for infringement of a patent where the invention relates to
the production of a new substance, any substance of the same chemical
composition and constitution shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary, be
deemed to have been produced by the patented process ." '

The latter half of the subsectio n

".. . was intended to alleviate the task of the patentee in discharging the
onus of proving infringement, which is always on the patentee in such an
action . As the product was now protected only when made by the patented
process, a patentee would have to prove not only that the alleged infringer
had the product, but also that the product in question had been made by the
patented process . As such proof is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
adduce, the law provided the patentee in such cases with the benefit of a
statutory presumption in his favour, leaving it to the infringer, if he could do
so, to prove that the otherwise infringing substance had not been made by the
infringer process, and thus escape the charge of infringement ." '

A minor amendment occurred in 1935 when the Statutes of Canada were
revised . The word "specially" was replaced by "particularly" in the opening
lines of the section. The interpretation of this amendment was tested in the
Supreme Court of Canada' The contention that the amendment was intended
to allow claims directed toward a process which was not patentable . so long as
the product met the tests of patentability, was rejected . It was held that the
process must be a patentable process . No further changes were made to the
provision until 1969 .

Parke-Davis and Co. v . The Comptroller General el al .• was a llouse of
Lords decision which found the compulsory licensing requirements in the Paris
Convention applied only to cases of alleged abuse . Therefore. compulsory
licensing provisions for public health or public interest reasons did not have to
comply with Article (5) of the Convention setting forth the "three year after"
rule and the legitimate reasons for refusal .

Notwithstanding the existence of this legislation . few successful uses of the
section were made. The Economic Council of Canada has stated' that during
the 34-year period between 1935 and June 27 , 1969 . only 49 applications for
compulsory licence had been made . Of these, 22 resulted in the granting of a

' I bid.

I . Goldsmith. "Drugs in Canadian Patent Law," (1967) 13 1tlcGill Law lorrnal M.
at 233.

' Commissionar oJPattnts v. Winthrop Chemical Inc. (1948) 7 C .P.R . 5 8 .
' Economic Council or Canada, Report on letellectral and lnQattrtal Pnrwtr (Otta+a :

Information Canada, 1971). p . 70.

' Parkr-Davis and Co. v . The Comptroller Gnwral et al . (1954) 71 R .P.C . 169 (11 . L .) .
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compulsory licence, four applications were refused, and 23 applications were
abandoned or withdrawn. It must be noted that these statistics do not reflect
the number of licences which were granted by companies under the threat of
this legislation .

Many of the applications under this section were hard-fought by the
patentees and hard-won by the applicants, so much judicial interpretation
exists of the provisions. Aktiebolaget Astra etc. v. Novocol Chemical

Manufacturing Co . of Canada Ltd.' determined that the scope of the
Commissioner's powers to interpret whether good reason exists for the refusal
of an application for compulsory licence was not subject to interference by the
Court unless the Commissioner was manifestly wrong or had made an error of

law. The powers of the Commissioner were held to be wide enough for him to
limit a licence to domestic production only and not to production for export °
Finally, it was decided that the Commissioner's refusal to hold a hearing if
requested was not a denial of natural justice .

"As the Commissioner correctly pointed out in this case, he was entitled
to set the procedures, and he did so . It was for him to decide whether or not
the circumstances required an oral hearing, cross-examination upon
affidavits, or oral submissions . In my opinion, his decision not to require any
of these things cannot be considered to be a denial of natural justice to the
appellant :''o

In sum,

"As to what is 'good reason to the contrary', the matter is one for the
discretion of the Commissioner, and unless, on the evidence, his decision is
manifestly wrong. or he acts on a wrong principle of law, his decision will not
be reversed on appeal . Generally speaking, if the applicant has a reasonably
permanent organization, if he is qualified to work the patent, the Canadian
market is not already over-supplied with the product and the public interest
will benefit. or at least will not suffer, the Commissioner must grant a
licence.""

The rate of royalty under the section which was set by the Commissioner

was generally in the range of 10 to 15 per cent of the net price of the bulk

medicine before being encapsulated or tableted .12 tfojjmann-La Roche Ltd. v.

Delmar Chemicals Ltd. determined that the rate of ". . .121h% on the sale price

of bulk product from the time of the granting of the licence to the end of the
year 1965, and . . . 15% on the sale price of the bulk product thereafter"" was
not manifestly low, and did not overturn the procedures of the Commissioner,
even though he did not set forth reasons for the rate .

' Attl ebolont Mtra e tc. v . A'ovocol Chemical Manufacr u rin ; Co. of canada Ltd . ( 1 9611
44 C .P.R . IS.

• RAdner-Porlrnc S.A. v . Micro Chemicals Ltd. (1964 ) 44 C .P .R . 208 .

'*Per % lanland. 1 ., Hoffmann-La Roche Ud. v . Delmar Chemicals Lid . (1965) 45 C .P .R .

235 . a t 2 4 2.

" 1 . Goldsmith. Drus in C a nadian Patent Law," p . 2 40.

Ibid ., p . 211 .

"NoJJmasm-La Roche Ltd. v . Delmar Chemicals Lid. (1967) 51 C.P .R . 11, p. 13 .
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Beginning in about 1960, Section 41 came under the scrutiny of several
different commissions . In 1960, the Ilsley Commission recommended that,
inter alfa, pharmaceutical companies be permitted to patent product claims to
pharmaceuticals while at the same time being subjected to compulsory
licence." In 1963, however, the Restrictive Trade Practices Commission
recommended the complete abolition of patents for pharmaceuticals." In 1964,
the Hall Report recommended retaining pharmaceutical patents with a
streamlined procedure, standard royalty, and expansion to permit licensing of
imports . "

Finally, after the report of the Harley Committee, Parliament amended
the compulsory licensing provisions of Section 41 of the Act . This Committee
concluded that

" . . . the price of drugs in Canada is at least higher than it need be ; . .. that
no significant change has taken place in the drug-cost structure since the
recommendations of the Hall Commission which were primarily based on the
recommendations of the Restrictive Trade Practices Commission . .. [and
that) s . 41(3) of the Patent Act of Canada should be amended to include
applications for compulsory licences to import drug products in all forms.""

After the June 27, 1969, amendment of the Act, Section 41 reads in part
as follows :

"(1) In the case of inventions relating to substances prepared or
produced by chemical processes and intended for food or medicine, the
specification shall not include claims for the substance itself, except when
prepared or produced by the methods or processes of manufacture
particularly described and claimed or by their obvious chemical equivalents .

"(2) In an action for infringement of a patent where the invention relates
to the production of a new substance, any substance of the same chemical
composition and constitution shall . in the .gbs et&"(pr92Lt(Lthe conit$,ry, be
deemed to have been produced by the patented process .

-(4) Where, in the case of any patent for an invention intended or
capable of being used for medicine or for the preparation or production of
medicine, an application is made by any person for a licence to do one or
more of the following things as specified in the application, namely :

"(a) where the invention is a process, to use the invention for the
preparation or production of medicine, import any medicine in the
preparation or production of which the invention has been used or sell
any medicine in the preparation or production of which the invention has
been used, or

"Canada . Royal Commission on Patents. Copyright and Industrial Design. Report an
Patents oj/nvrntion. ( Ottawa : Queen i Printer . 1960) . pp . 92-97.

"Canada . Department of Justice, Restrictive Trade Practices Commission . Report
Concerning the Manufacture. Distribution and Sale oJDruas (Ottawa: Queen i Printer. 196)) . pp.
316-24 .

"Canada . Royal Commission on Health Services, Report of she Royal Commission on
Haaith Services (Ottawa : Queen's Printer, 1964), Vol . 1. pp. 701-9 . Sce in particular .
Recommendations 67-69 . pp . 42-4 3 .

"Canada . F(ouse of Commons, Special Committee on Dru g Costs and Prices. Report of the
Standing Committee on Drug Costs and Prices ( Ottawa : Queen's Printer. 1966).
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"(b) where the invention is other than a process, to import, make,
use or sell the invention for medicine or for the preparation or production
of medicine,

"the Commissioner shall grant to the applicant a licence to do the things
specified in the application except such, if any, of those things in respect of
which he sees good reason not to grant such a licence ; and, in settling the
terms of the licence and fixing the amount of royalty or other consideration
payable, the Commissioner shall have regard to the desirability of making the
medicine available to the public at the lowest possible price consistent with
giving to the patentee due reward for the research leading to the invention
and for such other factors as may be prescri bed .

"(S) At any time after the expiration of six months from the day on
which a copy of an application to the Commissioner pursuant to
subsection (4) is served on the patentee in prescribed manner, the applicant
may, if the Commissioner has not finally disposed of the application, request
the Commissioner to grant to him an interim licence to do such one or more
of the things specified in the application as are specified in the request, and
the Commissioner shall . upon receipt of such request, forthwith se rve upon
the patentee a notice stating that he may, within such period as is specified by
the Commissioner in the notice, not exceeding twenty-one days from the day
the notice is se rv ed on the patentee . make representations with respect to the
request.

"(6) Upon the expiration of the period specified by the Commissioner in
the notice to the patentee referred to in subsection (5), the Commissioner
shall, if he has not finally disposed of the application, grant an interim licence
to the applicant to do the things specified in the request except such, if any, of
those things in respect of which he sees good reason not to grant such an
interim licence .

"(7) Subsection (4) applies, mutatis mutandis, in settling the terms of
an interim licence granted pursuant to subsection (6) and fixing the amount
of royalty or other consideration payable .

"(8) The Commissioner shall not grant an interim licence pursuant to
subsection (6) unless the applicant has filed with the Commissioner a
guarantee bond satisfactory to the Commissioner, payable to Her Majesty in
right of Canada, to secure the payment by the applicant of the royalties or
other consideration that may become payable to the patentee under the
interim licence.

"(9) Subject to subsection (10), an interim licence granted pursuant to
subsection (6) shall have effect according to its terms for an initial period, not
exceeding six months from the day on which the interim licence is granted,
specified by the Commissioner in the licence and may, in prescribed
circumstances, be renewed by order of the Commissioner for a further period
or periods not exceeding six months in all .

"(10) An interim licence granted to an applicant pursuant to
subsection (6) ceases to have effect

"(a) where the Commissioner grants a licence to the applicant
pursuant to his application made under subsection (4), on the day on
which such licence becomes effective ; or

"(b) where the Commissioner rejects such application, on the
expiration of the period for which the interim licence is then in effect .

17



"(11) Any decision of the Commissioner under this section is subject to
appeal to the Federal Court, except that a decision of the Commissioner with
respect to an interim licence is final for all purposes and is not subject to

appeal or to review by any court .

"(12) Notwithstanding subsection 67(2), where the importation from
abroad of an invention or medicine by a licensee pursuant to a licence or an
interim licence granted under a patent pursuant to subsection (4) or (6) . or
by the patentee while the licence or interim licence is in effect, is preventing
or hindering the working within Canada on a commercial scale of the
invention to which the patent relates, the exclusive rights under the patent
shall not be deemed to have been abused in any of the circumstances
described in paragraph 67(2)(a) or (b) .

"(13) Where an application is made pursuant to subsection (4) or a
request is made pursuant to subsection ( S) , the Commissioner shall forthwith
give notice of such application or request to the Department of National
Health and Welfare and to any other prescribed depa rtment or agency of the

Government of Canada .

"(14) The Governor in Council may make rules or regulation s

"(a) prescribing anything that by this section is to be prescribed ;

"(b) regulating the procedure to be followed on any application
made pursuant to subsection (3) or (4) . including. without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, the information to be contained in any such
application and the making of representations to . and the adducing of
evidence before, the Commissioner with respect to any such application ;

"(c) respecting the form and manner in which an applicant or
patentee may make representations to. and adduce evidence before . the
Commissioner with respect to any application or request referred to in
this section;

"(d) respecting the manner in which any application. requat. notice
or other document referred to in this section or in any regulation made
under this subsection may or shall be made . served. forwarded or given;

"(e) providing for the making of representations to the Commis-

sioncr on behalf of the Gove rnment of Canada with respect to any
application or request referred to in subsection ( 13) ; and

"(f) generally, for car ry ing the purposes and provisions of this
section into effect .

"(1S) Any rules or regulations made under paragraph 14(b) regulating
the procedure to be followed on any application made pursuant to
subsection (4) shall include provision for the final disposal by the
Commissioner of such application not later than eighteen months after the
day on which a copy of the application is served on the patentee in prescribed
manner.

I

"(16) Nothing in this section or in any licence or interim licence granted
pursuant to this section shall be construed as conferring upon any person
authority to prepare. produce. import or sell any medicine contrary to . or

otherwise than in accordance with . the requirements of the Food and Drtit1

Act and the regulations thereunder and of any other law applicable
thereto ."O

" Patent Act . RS.C., c. P-4, s . 41 .
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The essence of the amendment was to extend the compulsory licensing
provisions relating to medicine to permit licensees to import medicines into
Canada, and to provide for interim licences to applicants six months after
application .

The Commissioner set forth extensively in Frank W. Horner v. Hoff-

mann-La Roche Ltd. (1970) 61 C.P.R. 243 the principles that would apply in
granting licences and determining royalties under the new Section 41 :

'•.. . the principles determined by the Courts in the interpretation of the
former s . 41(3) still remain applicable . .. it is clear that s. 41(4) . . . is
mandatory in that the Commissioner of Patents 'shall grant to the applicant
a licence to do the things specified in the application except such, if any, of
those things in respect of which he sees good reason not to grant such a
licence. . ..'

"The policy underlining the section before the amending legislation was
stated succinctly by Rand . J ., in Parke . Davis. and Co. v . Fine Chemicals of
Canada Ltd.." ' . . .namely, that new medicines prepared from patented
processes, are, in the public interest, to be free from legalized monopoly.'

"It is also well settled that the principal purpose of former s . 41(3) was
to bring about competition, and the change in the section only makes
abundantly clear the express authority of the Commissioner of Patents to
issue compulsory licences to applicants wishing to import medicinal
substances manufactured under patented processes or substances produced by
patented processes used in the preparation or production of medicine .

"One other point of principle . It is also well settled that the Commis-
sioner's decision to grant a licence under the subsection must not depend on
whether or not the patentee's prices for its product are reasonable . .. .

"In shon, compulsory licences applied for under s . 41 of the Patent Act
leave little discretion to the Commissioner of Patents . These licences. in fact,
amount almost to licences of right ."

With respect to fixing the amount of royalty . the Commissioner also gave
notice that the section did not guarantee a patentee a reasonable advantage
from its patent rights .

"The Commissioner's responsibility in fixing the royalty or other
consideration payable to the patentee is that such royalty is 'consistent with
giving to the patentee due reward for the research leading to the invention' ;
and thus the Commissioner is not required to take into consideration such
further elements as the cost of obtaining and maintaining medical acceptance
of the drug. return on the capital employed in research and promotion and
any other elements other than'raearch leading to the invention' .. . .""

The Commissioner then went on to set the royalty at 4 per cent of the net
selling price of the drug in its final dosage form to purchasers at arm's length .

'• Rand, J .. in Parle-D.n ir and Co. v . Fine CA emicals of Canada Ltd . 30 C .P .R . 3 9 in Fra n k
w. llo►nr► v . Ilojjmann-!a Roche 11d . ( 1970) 61 C.P .R . 243 .

Frank H ; llorner v . IIoJJmapin-La Roche Lld . (1970) 61 C .P.R. 243 .

Ibid ., p . 253 .
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This amount was deemed sufficient to maintain research incentive and reflect

the importance of the pharmaceutical .

The above 4 per cent royalty rate became a rough and ready rule of thumb
which was applied by the Commissioner in subsequent cases .

The section has more recently been the subject of jurisprudence with
respect to its constitutionality . In American Home Products Corp. v.

Commissioner oJPatents, =2 the claim was made that Section 41(4) constituted

a denial of the patentee's normal rights of ownership . It was alleged that the

rights were guaranteed by Section I of the Canadian Bill of Rights which reads

in part:

"1 . It is hereby recognized and declared that in Canada there have
existed and shall continue to exist .. . the following human rights and

fundamental freedoms, namely.

"(a) the right of the individual to .. . enjoyment of propeny, and the
right not to be deprived thereof except by due process of law ; _"

The claim was rejected on the basi s

" . .. that title to a Canadian patent for medicinal products is granted subject
to the restrictions contained in s . 41(4) .. .. Compulsory licensing does not
therefore constitute subsequent interference with title . It is a qualification of
the title as and when granted pursuant to the Patent Act.""

It was additionally alleged that the procedure of the Commissioner infringed
Section 2 of the Canadian Bill of Rights which reads in part :

"2 . Every law of Canada shall .. . be so construed and applied as not to

abrogate. abridge or infringe . . . any of the rights or freedoms hcrcin

recognized and declared . and in particular, no law of Canada shall be
construed or applied so as to

"(e) deprive a person of the right to a fair hearing in accordance
with the principles of fundamental justice for the determination of his
rights and obligations."

This additional allegation was rejected with the following explanation by

Jerome A .C.J . :

"1 am not satisfied . however . that a decision under the compulsory
licensing provisions without guarantee of oral haring an be equated to a
determination of the owner's rights without a fair huring. Acting in the

public interest. Parliament has declared that inventors or medicinal products
are granted patent rights in Canada . subject to the compulsory licensing
provisions. Consistent with those prioritia . Parliament has set out procedures
which afford the owner of the patent the opportunity to make Mntten
submissions to the commissioner and to seek an oral hearing . There is. or

course. no suggestion by counsel that a hearing annot be fair unless it is oral .

Amrricoo Ilomt ProQucrt Corp . v . Comm!»io+wr oJPatents (19 1 2) 69 C.P.R .12d) 2S7.

Conadiae Bill oJRiltiti . RS.C. 1970, AMadit 3 .

Amtrfcan llomt Prodreti Corp .. p. 261 .

t' Cora4ian Bill of RigAti .
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In assessing the fairness of the hearing given to the applicant in this matter, I
must bear in mind the justification on the part of Parliament for causing the
title to patent for medicinal products to be subservient to the assurance of
reasonable access to the products by the Canadian consumer . These two
legitimate interests must be reconciled and Parliament has authorized the
commissioner to do so under the directions contained in the last paragraph of
s . 41(4) . The applicant has not persuaded me that the opportunity given to
the owner to present submissions, whether written or oral, falls below the
standard of fairness to which owners of patents for medicinal products are
entitled in this process of reconciliation of their rights with those of the
public."2`

Another recent decision has examined the reverse onus clause found in
Section 41(2) . In Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd. v. Apotex Inc. . the applicability of

the clause was confirmed :

~. .. the plaintiff contends that quite apart from s. 41(2) of the Patent Act, at
common law the rule has always been that when the subject-matter of an
allegation lies particularly within the knowledge of one of the parties that
party must prove it. whether it be of an affirmative or negative character.

"Therefore, in a case such as this where the plaintiff holds a process
patent and the defendant is granted a compulsory licence, the onus shifts to
the defendant to show that the supplier he selects abroad does not use the
plaintiff's patented process. The defendant of the two parties involved is the
only one having any real opportunity of determining the actual foreign
process being employed :'= '

Because it was concluded that Apotex was the only party with an
opportunity to determine the true nature of the foreign process, the onus
shifted to Apotex to show that the patented process was not being used .

The Patent Act provides for limitations on the general exclusivity given all
patentces pursuant to Sections 67 and 68 of the Act (dealing with abuse of
rights under patents) and Section 19 (dealing with the use of a patented
invention by the Government of Canada) .

Section 19 gives the federal government the right to use any patented
invention . Provision is made of payment of "a reasonable compensation" set by
the Commissioner and subject to appeal .

Section 67 gives the right to interested persons. after three years from the
grant of a patent, to ask the Commissioner to find there has been abuse of the
exclusive rights of a patent . Grounds for abuse include non-working of the
patent on a commercial scale (with no satisfactory reason), hindrana of
working in Canada because of importation of the patented item, failure to meet
Canadian demand to a reasonable extent and on reasonable terms. prejudice to
Canadian industry to trade bccause of the patentee's refusal to grant a licence .
and prejudice to the manufacture . use. or sale of materials not protected by the

patent .

36 Aw►,riraoi Hom . P.ndrn, Corp .. p . 262.

t' lloffrname-La Roche Lid . v. Aportx I nc. (t981) 71 C.P .R . (24) :o.
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If the Commissioner finds abuse, he can grant licences to the applicant,
refuse patent licensees the right to import goods, allow licensees to prosecute
infringements of patents, grant exclusive licences, revoke patents, or refuse the

application. The considerations for granting of licences include allowing the
widest possible Canadian use consistent with the ". . .patentee deriving a

reasonable advantage from his patent rights . . : '_• and give the patentee the

maximum advantage consistent with allowing the licensee to work the
invention at a reasonable profit . He must also endeavour to ensure equality
between licensees, taking into account work done to test the commercial value
of the product or to ensure commercial-scale working . An exclusive licence

may only be granted by the Commissioner if he is satisfied commercial
working requires such capital expenditure that exclusive rights are necessary .

The section clearly directs that revocation of the patent is only to be used on a
limited basis (if it does not contravene any international arrangement) and as a
last resort if no other solution would solve the abuse problem .

There have been approximately 90 applications pursuant to Section 67 of

the Act . Of these the great majority were withdrawn or abandoned, only 11
have been granted, and 13 were refused?' These figures do not take into
consideration, however, the number of voluntary licences granted by patentea
with the threat of this remedy hanging over them .

Judicial interpretation of Section 67 has been quite extensive . For the

purposes of the pharmaceutical industry in Canada, though. the section has

proved to be of limited value. Rarely has there been allegation in Canada that
a patentee of a pharmaceutical process has abused the patent privilege by
failing to meet market demand. The avenue for abuse alleged would more

likely have to deal with abuse because of high pricing . Though there is no

specific legislative provision saying this would not be abuse . this allegation has

never been used successfully by the Commissioner of the Courts under this

section of the Act .

United States

Of all the countries which the Commission surveyed . the United States
has the most extensive (or the strongest) patent protection .

Originally, the Patent Act of 1861 gave a patent protection for a term of
17 years . This term ran from the date on which the patent was actually
grantai . and not. as in many other countries (for example Canada and
members of the EEC) from the date of filing. The length of protection

provision remained unchanged until last year . At that time legislation was
passed with respect to pharmaceutical patents guaranteeing patentees certain
minimum patent protection for their products or processes . The justification for
this change had been the lengthy time required for conducting tests and
receiving market approval for sale of a drug.

~ Pareat Act. RS.C.. c. PA s. 63 (a )( i ) .

r SuMnii+ion to the Commission of Inqriry on tAs Pturmacsatial lndsstry from itoffa► aair
La Rock Ltd . . Etobicoke, Onurio. Octobet 1914 .
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Each patent application, whether for a product or a process to manufac-
ture a product (both are available in the U.S., and there is no specific provision
with respect to pharmaceuticals) may cover only one product or one method of
manufacture. There can also be patents covering the medical use of a drug .
This has resulted in many patents being applied for and issued for one product :
there will be a patent for the product itself, others for the methods of making
it, and others for its medical uses . The result of this legislation and the
procedure followed for approvals and the time it takes between the application
and the grant is that not all of the patents will be issued at one time, and the
17-year term will run from and expire at differing dates . There may also be an
early application made for a broad scope of compounds, which is eventually
abandoned in favour of one or another of continuation or continuation-in-part
applications ."

The United States has no compulsory licensing provisions for patented
products or processes, although some have been granted as a result of anti-trust
provisions ." There are also no requirements under the Act for working of the
patent in the United States.

New legislation, the Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restora-
tion Act, was introduced in the fall of 1984 . This has two effects. Firstly, there
is an abbreviated procedure for approval of generic drugs . Secondly, patented
drugs can have their patent terms extended to make up for the time it has
taken to have the FDA approve them in the first place . Under the new bill,
brand name manufacturers would have up to a five•year exclusive marketing
extension for new chemical entities if the drug has undergone regulatory
review. The maximum period is five years, but the actual period of extension is
calculated on the time that was required for the FDA approval process up to
this maximum. There is also an overall maximum period of patent life beyond
which an extension will not be granted : the total of the unexpired patent period
after the approval when added to the extension period pursuant to the
amendment may not exceed a maximum of 14 years . This extension provision
is only available to drugs which have not yet been patented or tested . If the

drug has been patented and tested . but not yet approved by the FDA, the
possible maximum extension is two years.

Generic drug manufacturers can now use the patented item for testing in
preparation for making an application for marketing approval of their generic
products at the end of the patent period, and for making an application for
approval to market if that marketing is not intended for the time prior to

patent expiry ."

"Alfred B . En8elbere. "Patent Term Extension : an OverreacAinB Solution to a Nonexittent
Problem;" NralrA Ajjalis, Sptin g 1982.

" F. M. Scherer. The £c+awrnlc £JJrrts of Co+npuJsowy Paient Llanu(nl (New York: New
York University Press, 1977), p . 4 1 .

'r U . S. flouse of Reptesentatira . D.ut P► icc ComperUlor and Parent Tenn Restorar/on Act
of 1981 Rcp . 98-857 . Part 2 .

t
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European Countrie s

Pursuant to the European Patent Convention signed at Munich on
October 5, 1973, a centralized patenting office has been set up ; filing in this

office protects patented products and processes in all member countries . The

centralized system does not mean that the individual patenting systems of the

member countries cease to be effective. The effect of filing with the European

Patent Office " . . .leads to a bundle of national patents, each being governed by
the same provisions as a national patent granted directly in the country

concerned . . . . . ." Certain time-limited reservations (10-year limitation from the
date of the Convention, which may be extended for rive years) dealing with the
right to limit pharmaceuticals to process protection are possible . (Austria made

this reservation.) The various member communities who have had varying
patenting provisions in the past have recently enacted amending provisions to
bring their patenting provisions in line with the centralized system .

The term under the Convention for patent protection is 20 years.

Protection is afforded both to products and processes, and no compulsory
licensing provisions or other restrictions are specifically applied to phar-
maceutical products (except for the transitional reservation mentioned) .

The Community Patent Convention was entered into at Luxembourg on

December 15, 1975 . By its provisions ". . .European patents .. . have a unitary

and autonomous character :'N The effect of the Community Patent is that the
patent filed will be effective in respect of all the territories covered . One of the

transition provisions of this convention allows member states to reserve the
right to provide for compulsory licences in the event of non-working within the
state . The transition period is again 10 years, with extension of up to five
additional years . After the transitional period, compulsory licences within the
laws of each contracting state are possible, but not for non-working within that
state if manufacturing is done within another state with sufficient quantities to

supply the first state .

There are, however, contained within the other European Economic
Community agreements, provisions for parallel importing which have a
lowering effect on prices in member countries by providing competitive
sourcing of products .

Prior to the United Kingdom becoming party to the European Patent
Convention and amending its patent legislation, patent protection existed for
products and "manners of manufacture" for 16 years from the date of grant of
the patent . A provision similar to Section 67 in Canada existed as well,
providing for compulsory licensing in the case of abuse. As in Canada,

31 MORYOI for the Nandlint of Applitat(au for Patent Orrit+u and Tradewwrlt

Thro u thout the World ( Amsterdam : Re=iatertd Patenta and irademark A=ents. 19 90).

Supplement No. 40 ( February 1980), p . 1 .

M Ibid .. Supplement No. 36 ( April 1978) . p . 1 .

i
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applications pursuant to this abuse provision were very rare .'s Special
provisions also existed for the compulsory licensing of food and medicines . This
section was in fact the one upon which the early Canadian section was
modelled . There was also provision for patents to be used by the Crown, again
similar to the Canadian provision . The specific section dealing with compulsory
licensing of pharmaceuticals and food was repealed in 1977 . The abuse
provision remains. There is also a specific provision allowing the Crown to sell
medicines pursuant to Section 55(l)(c) of the Patent Act . [An additional
historical note : per se protection of chemicals in the United Kingdom was
abolished in 1919 and restored in 1949 . ]

Prior to becoming a party to the Convention, Sweden also restricted
product patent protection to stated uses excluding pharmaceuticals, and the
length of patent protection was 18 years . The Netherlands also had no per se
protection until 1976 . In Italy the length of protection had been 15 years and
medicines had been unpatentable before 1979. Before the 1978 Swiss
amendment, medicines had been non-patentable, and the term was 18 years
from the date of filing . There were also provisions for compulsory licences, in
the case of abuse, in the case of a junior (or more recent) patent not being
usable without infringement of a previous patent, and in the case of public
interest . Before 1978 the provisions with regard to pharmaceuticals in West
Germany were essentially the same as those in Sweden .

Compulsory licensing with respect to junior patents, non-working, and
public interest still exist in many of the European countries, including Sweden
and the Netherlands. France and West Germany still provide for compulsory
licences on the grounds of non-working and public interest . In Italy,
compulsory licences may be granted to junior patents and in the case of non-
working .-'6

The situation with respect to price competition is different from that in
either Canada or the United States, however, because of the existence of
parallel imports (where a marketer will bring in product at a lower price from
another member country) and also because of price controls exerted over
products in various forms in many member countries . These price controls stem
from the many differing forms of drug reimbursement programs found in these
countries .

The United Kingdom has recently published a limited list of drugs for
which the health authority will pay. This is a restricted list of drugs which a
doctor can prescribe under the National Iiealth Service in certain therapeutic
classes. There is also in the United Kingdom a Pharmaceutical Price
Regulation System which provides for MIS reimbursement of pharmacists at
certain levels (depending upon certain negotiated returns to pharmaceutical
companies, and discounts offered by wholesalers to pharmacists) .

r' C .T. Tarlot and LA. Siberston, the Ec+onom(c Impact of the Paient Sy stem (Cambridge :
Cambridge University Preu, 19) 3 ), p. 16 .

» Anne Marie Green . ed .. Patents TA routhort the 14ôrl4 (New York : Clark, Boardman Co.,
1984) .
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Many other European countries have negotiated prices which will be
allowed to companies for their products . France controls prices by entering into
contracts with individual companies . Part of the contract negotiations for rises
in prices are commitments on research and development, investment, exports,
and employment ."

"ln order to be reimbursed at all a drug must be on the Ministry's
approved list. New drugs can be added only if they are either medically more
effective or equally effective but less costly than already reimbursed drugs :'u

In Belgium,

"A five-category system provides for different levels of patient
contribution to the cost of medicines : category A, life-saving medicines-fully
reimbursed; category B, therapeutically useful-patient pays 25% up to a
limit which varies by patient category ; categories C, CS, less useful-patients
pay 50%, or 60% with a higher limit than B ; category D, others-non-
reimbursable ."j°

Italy, through its pricing commission (the CIP) determines the price of
medicines taking into account the cost of raw materials, packaging, scientific
and medical information, manufacturing, marketing, and research and
development expenditure'°

"About 1,400 priority drugs on an approved list are supplied for a
prescription fee of 1,000 lire . For other drugs on the list the patient pays in
addition 20% [Italian sources suggest the level is nearerlSSÔ .-Ed.f of the
retail price subject to an upper fixed limit. Drugs not on the approved list are
not reimbursed.""

Spain also controls prices to the Spanish pharmaceutical industry ."

"Contraceptives, dietary products and over the counter products are non-
reimbursable . For the vast majority of reimbursable medicines, the patient
pays a contribution of 40% of the cost. For a small number of priority drugs.
the patient contribution is 10ô :'• '

West Germany is discussing setting forth a"positive' list of drugs to be
permitted to be prescribed!' "There is a negative list of drugs, . .. for which all
adults have to pay in full . .. . For other drugs patients pay a prescription
charge""

"Scrip. N o . 958 (December 17, 1984) .
p Scrip. No. 970 (February 4, 1985).
r Ibid .

Scrip, No. 951 (Novembcr 21 . 1984).
" Scrip, No. 970.

Scrip. No. 94 4 ( October 29, 1981).
•' Scrip, No. 970.
NScrfp, No. 963 (Janua ry 9, 1985).
45 Scrip, No . 970.
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In Ireland,

"Patients on lower incomes are entitled to free health care under the
state scheme, within which doctors may prescribe only from a limited list of
some 900 drugs. Patients with higher incomes must join a voluntary (i .e .,
charitable or private) insurance scheme meeting certain minimum
requirements :̀

Japan

Japan protects patents for a term of 15 years from the date of grant bu t
not exceeding 20 years from the date of application . Patents of addition are
granted only for the unexpired term of the original patent . Before 1976 only
product-by-process protection for chemicals was available ; per se protection
now exists .

Compulsory licences may be granted after three years of consecutive non-
working of the product in Japan, in the case of necessity for the public interest,
and in the case of a junior patent .

Health insurance schemes also influence Japan to exercise price controls
on listed drug products . For example the list price reductions have recently
(See Scrip, January 9, 1985) been set at an average 6 per cent, to come into
effect in March 1985 .
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Table A1 .2

European Clinical Trial Requirements-Regulatory Documentation
(Either Supplied to a Regulato ry Agency or to an Investigator )

Type of Study Early Clinical Trials Establishing Longer Ter m
Country Volunteer Initial Safety and Eflicacy Clinical Trials Required by Investigator A

(Phase I) (Phase 11) (Phase 111) Agency Approval B
dA A k l Cgemen tgency c now e

Single Dose Multiple Dose Single Dose Multiple Dose Agency Deposition D

Belgium B (6 weeks) local QfC testing may
Additional data be required.

lioiland as it becomes A/B (4-8 weeks) to arrange
investigator and agency approva l

available plus import certificate

Austria (Full reports B (approx . 3 months) study unde r
the aegis of "authorize d

may be required investigator"

Denmark 1 .2 .4(S) . 1 .2.4(S),5 (S), As volunteer 1 ,2,3 .4(S),5 (S), by some C (2 weeks)
3(S),6,7(S) 6.8(S) .13(S) studics 1 13(S) 6,8(S) or 9(S) ,

(11(S)J + 13(S) countries )

Finland B (8 weeks )

Grecce D/A (2 months) plus import
certificate from KEEF (2 weeks)

r;on„ay B (2-6 weeks)

Spain B (3-6 months) government
approved centre



Sweden B (6 weeks )

Switzerland A-signed, agreed protocol

al ~------Ille 4 631 2 3 4,5,6 .8 or1,2.3 C (2 weeks) assumes "expert "
France g»»---------- , ,, ,, ,

7+ 13(S)
,

9,11 + 13(S) approval (can take up to 3 months)

W. Gcrmany 1,2.3,4,5,6,7 1 .2.3,4,3,6,
8+ I3(S)

As phase 1 1 .2,3,4,5,6,8 or
9,11,12, + 13(S)

D

Italy 1,2.3,4 .3 .6 ,
7,12

1 .2.3,4,5,6 .
8 .12

As phase 1 1,2 .3 .4,5,6, 8 o r
9,11,12

B(6-12 months) assumes local Q/C
testing completed . Local, repeat
pharmacology/toxicology testing
may not be required .

U.K. Non e
1,2.4(S) .
S(S) .6,7(S)

None
1,2,4(S),S(S )
6,8(S),13(S)

1,2 .3,4,S .6,7,
12 + 13(S)

1,2/3(S),4(S) ,
S(S),6,7(S) ,
12(S) + 13(S)

1,2,3,4,5,6,8 or
9,(11],12,13(S) ,
1 4

t,2/3(S),4(S) ,
5(S),6,8(S) or
9(S),(I1(S)] .
12(S) + 13(S)

B(4-6 months)

B (5 or 9 weeks )

Eire 1,2/3(S) .
4(S),5(S).6 ,
7(S).12(S)

B/C (4-8 weeks)



Notes to Table A1 .2

European Clinical Trial Requirements-Regulatory Documentation

Table A1 .2 summarizes the experience of a number of companies in th e

countries concerned. It is believed to be accurate but no responsibility can be
accepted either by its compilers or by the ABPI in respect of any errors or
omissions which it may contain. It should be borne in mind that requirements

are subject to frequent changes .

Key

1 . Structural formula and Quantitative/Qualitative formula

2. Protocol of Analysis of Clinical Supplie s

3 . Specs. and test methods for formulated product

4. Pharmacolog y

5 . Pharmacokinetics

6. Acute Toxicit y

7 . 14 day 2 species

8 . 30 day 2 specie s

9. 90/180 day 2 species

10. Seg. I Fertility

11 . Seg. I1 Teratology

[11 .] Seg. 11 Teratology only required if women of child bearing potential

are to be included in the tria l

12. Mutagenicity

13 . Phase I results (if available)

14. Overall summary

15. Summary of dat a

Ethical Committee Approva l

In addition to regulatory agency approval, Ethical Committce approval is
also required in some countries .
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